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The proposed rule  
really is as bad as all that. 



•  Recognizing the enormous costs is easy. 

•  Assessing the benefits is easy (this rule does not 
seem to actual further any of its goals). 

•  Recognizing various unintended consequences is 
easy. 

•  The hard part is accepting the notion that a 
proposed regulation could really be as bad as this 
one is. 



•  The TCA’s 2007 “grandfather date” makes this rule a 
ban of every product currently on the market. 

•  not a mere assertion of authority, with substance to 
follow: most of the payload is in mere act of deeming 
itself 

•  Real regulation includes standards that manufacturers 
can endeavor to meet. 

•  but FDA has never created any such standards for any 
tobacco products, and there is no apparent exception 
here 

This is a ban, not real regulation 



•  E-cigarettes pose low risk to users (and little is known 
about how to reduce that further) 

•  There is no history of major manufacturing mishaps 

•  Most of the supposed downsides of the current free 
market are mythical or minor 

There is no compelling public need 



•  Thus, even the maximum theoretical benefits from any 
possible regulation are inadequate to justify this 
intervention. 

•  Some proper regulation would benefit consumers and 
society, 

•  but a massive intervention that produces substantial harm 
cannot be justified. 

•  Moreover, FDA has offered no reason to believe that 
their actions would bring about any of these benefits.  

There is no compelling public need 



•  E-cigarettes are almost exclusively used for quitting 
smoking or by former smokers as an ongoing substitute 
for smoking. 

•  Anything that lowers the quality, availability, or visibility 
of e-cigarettes will reduce smoking cessation. 

•  This impact of the ban, alone, will create costs that 
exceed the sum of all benefits that could come from e-
cigarette regulation. 

•  FDA has never attempted to quantify this harm, let alone 
justify it. 

The obvious cost of this regulation 



The proposed rule  
really is as bad as all that. 



•  FDA has never presented even a prima facie policy 
analysis that explains how their actions would further 
any of the goals they state or imply... 

•  ...let alone attempted to quantify the resulting benefits 
and compare them to the costs. 

•  When such an analysis is done (as we do in our report), 
it becomes apparent that no benefits would be achieved.  

This rule produces no apparent benefits 



•  An analysis of the actual impacts of this proposed rule 
shows that it: 

•  harms public health  
•  otherwise reduces consumer welfare  
•  discourages smoking cessation  
•  lowers the average quality, including purity and safety, of 

products 
•  reduces the quality of production processes and effective 

oversight of production 
•  harms American businesses, reduces jobs and tax revenue 
•  fails to reduce any public misperceptions 
•  fails to reduce underage use of e-cigarettes (and probably 

increases youth smoking) 
•  does nothing to change various other supposed downsides of 

the status quo 
•  forecloses opportunities for future genuinely beneficial 

regulation 

This rule produces no apparent benefits 



It really is as bad as all that. 
There are many ways in which some regulation could 

theoretically create benefits. But this regulation does not. 

Our analysis of the failure of this policy to provide benefits 
(detailed in our report) does not contradict some FDA 
analysis that suggests benefits will occur.  

FDA has not produced any contrary analysis. They have never 
made a case that any benefits will result from there actions. 
They merely list what they think could be better (often not 
even making the case that is really true). 

This is a rare case of a literal unmitigated disaster: there are no 
benefits that mitigate the costs. 



•  The remaining legal market will be ~20 products 
(compared to the ~100,000 that exist now) 

•  lower quality products (in the eyes of most users) – 
mass-produced cigalikes 

•  oligopoly (higher prices) 
•  frozen technology, outmoded from the start 
•  hand-picked by FDA, given arbitrariness of approval 

process (crony capitalism) 

The rule will replace a high-quality competitive 
marketplace with an oligopoly and black markets 



•  The legal products will not be nearly so effective for 
smoking cessation  
•  Many smokers find that they are not inclined to switch to e-

cigarettes until they try open systems 
•  (however, the products that will remain legal are ideally 

suited for occasional “dual use” by smokers, and for 
experimenting by nonsmokers) 

•  The lack of appeal of the legal products to millions of 
current e-cigarette enthusiasts would guarantee the 
emergence of alternative markets (black markets, 
shadow markets, self importing, do-it-yourself 
manufacture) 

The rule will replace a high-quality competitive 
marketplace with an oligopoly and black markets 



•  Alternative markets are inevitable because they are easy 
and there is demand. 

•  FDA has never assessed what the alternative markets 
would look like, and their implications. They have not 
even clearly acknowledged them, despite being told they 
are inevitable. 

•  CASAA member survey (details in our report) found that 
about 90% of e-cigarette enthusiasts expect to turn to 
alternative markets under the FDA rule. 

The rule will replace a high-quality competitive 
marketplace with an oligopoly and black markets 



•  Alternative markets will out-compete the legal oligopoly 
in almost every way (better products, cheaper) 

•  But they will be inferior to the status quo in almost every 
way 
•  lower average product quality 
•  greater risk of accidents, contamination, manufacturing 

errors 
•  loss of de facto regulation from brand equity and liability 
•  less accessible to the majority of current smokers 
•  no enforcement of minor sales bans or taxes 
•  permanently beyond reach of potential useful regulation 

The rule will replace a high-quality competitive 
marketplace with an oligopoly and black markets 



•  Many of FDA’s vague claims about benefits of this policy 
(e.g., that teenagers could not get e-cigarettes) implicitly 
pretend that no e-cigarettes would exist; these would be 
undermined by even the legal market. 

•  The remaining supposed benefits will be eliminated by 
the emergence of alternative markets. 

The rule will replace a high-quality competitive 
marketplace with an oligopoly and black markets 



It really is as bad as all that. 

All of FDA’s vague suggestions about the benefits fall apart if 
the actual effects of the rule are considered  

(and they simply have avoided considering them; they have not 
suggested these would not be the actual effects) 



•  FDA has failed to even try to estimate the harm from the 
additional smoking this rule would cause. 

•  We can offer some estimates: 

•  Despite mostly intending to pursue alternative markets, 
20% of our members still expected to resume or 
increase smoking as a result of the ban. 

•  Even under very charitable assumptions, the harm to 
health from this is on the order of 100 times as great as 
any possible health benefits of ideal regulation. 

•  Undoubtedly far worse for other subpopulations. 

Smoking resumption and reduction in smoking 
cessation 



•  Our membership represent the e-cigarette consumers 
who are most dedicated to the practice. 

•  The larger population of less-dedicated e-cigarette 
consumers will undoubted return to smoking at an even 
higher rate. 

•  The far larger population of smokers who might have 
someday tried to switch will be discouraged by the 
disappearance of the vibrant above-ground market. 

•  And, again, those who do manage to stay with e-
cigarettes will be using inferior and more expensive 
products (whether they use the legal or alternative 
market) 

Smoking resumption and reduction in smoking 
cessation 



It really is as bad as all that. 



•  Rumor holds that FDA will move to restrict available 
flavors even before the blanket ban takes effect. There is 
little doubt that they will approve only tobacco/menthol 
flavored products. 

•  The dominant trope is that flavors cause underage use. 
But this is unsupported by any evidence, and indeed is 
rather implausible.  

•  Flavors play a critical role in helping adults “get over” 
smoking – they make e-cigarettes actively better rather 
than a grudging substitute. 

The flavors trope 



•  No evidence of effect on underage use from a ban, 

•  but overwhelming evidence that restricting flavors will 
harm adult consumers and discourage smoking 
cessation 

•  In our survey, 31% credit interesting flavors with helping 
them quit smoking 

•  78% use “sweet” flavors most or all the time, compared to 
only 11% using tobacco/menthol most or all the time 

•  88% said they would turn to alternative markets in the event 
of a flavor ban (barely below the 91% who would under a 
total ban) 

The flavors trope 



•  It really is as bad as that. 

•  (and there are numerous other problems with the proposed 
rule covered in our report that we did not have time to 
mention) 

•  The only way to stop this proposed rule from doing 
enormous and irreparable net harm is to delay it, until 
rational and beneficial policy can be made. 

Conclusions 



•  Yes, this is a big “ask,” but it is the only intervention 
that could substantially mitigate the harm. 

•  It is not an unreasonable ask, given that FDA has not 
even made a case that there will be any benefits, nor 
analyzed the real effects or the costs. 

•  And it is that important. 

Conclusions 


